Abstract. C. Faith and J. Cozzens have shown that a ring, whose right proper cyclic modules are injective, is either semisimple or a simple, right semihereditary, right Ore K-domain. They have posed a question as to whether such a ring is right noetherian. In this paper, an affirmative answer is given to that question. Moreover, necessary and sufficient conditions are given as to when a right PCI ring is left PCI.
In [1] , Faith and Cozzens proved that a ring R whose proper right cyclic modules are injective must be either semisimple or a simple, right semihereditary, right Ore F-domain. They noted that all the known examples of such rings are right noetherian and posed the question whether every ring with this property is noetherian. We will answer this question in the affirmative. More clearly, we will show: Theorem 1. Let R be a right PCI ring, then either .17]. Thus, we may assume R is a simple, right semihereditary, right Ore F-domain that is not semisimple. Furthermore it is known that such a ring has the property that every proper finitely presented cyclic module has a von Neumann regular endomorphism ring [1, Proposition 6.20] .
Suppose that the endomorphism ring of every proper finitely presented cyclic module is semisimple. Then, every proper finitely presented cyclic module has an indecomposable decomposition. It is clear from the properties of R that the only indecomposable injective modules are the simple modules and E(RR). Thus, it follows that every proper finitely presented cyclic module is a direct sum of a semisimple module and a finite number of isomorphic copies of E(RR).
If there exists a proper finitely presented cyclic module that is not semisimple, then E(RR) is finitely presented cyclic. However, it is known that this implies R is semisimple [1, Theorem 6 .17]. Thus, every proper finitely presented cyclic module is semisimple.
In particular, this implies that every proper right ideal of R is finitely generated. Hence, R is right noetherian and we are done.
Thus, it will suffice to prove the following.
Proposition. Let R be a ring whose proper right cyclic modules are injective. Let xR be a proper finitely presented cyclic module and S = End(xÄ). Then S is a semisimple ring.
Proof. We have that S is a von Neumann regular ring. It is clear that it suffices to prove that S does not contain an infinite set of orthogonal idempotents.
Thus, suppose that {e,\i E f} is a set of nonzero orthogonal idempotents in S. Let A E fy. We note that since xR is injective, E(2iEAeixR) is a direct summand of xR. Thus, there exists a nonzero idempotent EA E S such that EAxR = e( 2 e,xR ). Let j E f -A. Suppose ejEAxR is a nonzero cyclic submodule of xR. Since S is von Neumann regular, there exists a nonzero idempotent e E S such that SejEA = Se.
Since ~2,¡SAe¡xR A EAxR, there exists 0 7e r E R such that 0 =£y = EAexr E 2 e¡xR.
i&A Therefore, 0 = e^y = ejEAexr. Since ejEA E Se, this implies that ejEAxr = 0. Similarly since e E SejEA, this implies that exr = 0 and hence y = 0. Thus, EAexR = 0. In particular, we get ejEAxR = e}EAexR = 0. Hence, ejEA =0
VjEf-A.
We now use a modification of a constructive technique that appears in the proof of Osofsky's thoerem [3] . Let *-U A where % E 2^, the power set of f, is infinite such that for all A,B E %, A is infinite and A n B =£ 0 if and only if A = B. By Zorn's lemma, the <?L can be enlarged to a set "35 E 2^, the power set of %, with respect to the properties:
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (i) if A E $, A is infinite, (ii) ifA, BE<$>,A¥=B^>AnBis finite. Let N = {« E xR \e¡u = 0 for all but finitely many i E $-}.
We claim that xR/N is not injective, which will give us a contradiction and complete the proof. Let A E %, xr E xR. Assume that EAxr £ N, where EA is as previously defined. However by the construction of %, if Aj E ® -{A}, 1 < y < «, then ,4 n ( U "= XA¡) is finite. Thus, for all but a finite number of i E A, e¡EA = 0, 1 < j < n. Therefore EAxr G S^L.^x/? + N. Thus S^gcai^xÄ + N) is direct in xR/N. 
«
Let /I' = {/ £ A\xrirrAri = xr¡) =¿= 0. We note that by construction A' is an infinite set. Since xR is finitely presented, IR = Annr(x) = {/ G R\xt = 0} is finitely generated, that is I = txR + ■ ■ ■ +tkR, tj E R.
Since <p defines an R-homomorphism, there exists only a finite number of / G j-such that e¡xrtj = xr¡rtj ^ 0 for each tJf 1 < j < k. Let Proof. By Theorem 1, one direction is clear. For the other, suppose R is a left coherent, right PCI ring. Then, since R is right nonsingular, E(RR) is flat [4, Corollary XI, 3.2] . Moreover, R is of finite right rank and, hence, every finitely generated nonsingular right fi-module can be embedded in a free module [4, Corollary XII, 7.3] . Since every finitely generated right torsion-free fi-module is right nonsingular, it follows by Levy's theorem [2, Theorem 5.3] that R is right Ore. By [1, Theorem 6 .25], Theorem 1, and [1, Theorem 6.26], R is left PCI. □
